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The Inoact of Ethnographers'

Roles on the Research Process

Mary Ha Metz

University of Widecridin-madison

In the last few years,"it'has,become increasingly clear that

traditional survey research can not produce the kinds of data which

illumine processes within schools and school sydtems. Qualitative

research', or the ethnographic method, has consequently'enjoyed a

sudden burst of moral and financial support.' A clear need has emerged

both in the context of evaluation ress4rCh (Farrar, Desanctis,' and

Cohen,'1980) and in that of basic research (e.g. Ogbu, 1973; Rist,

197,4 Rutter, et al., 1979; WiAlis, 1977) for research that can 4
explore dUbculturai assumptions, unarticulated requlaTities in inter-

-s

action, nonverbal communication, and the development of relationships

and idelliV.ties through time (Rist, 1973, 1978) .. Nonetheless, many

educational researdhes and practitioneid distrust-the "subjectivity" .

o

necessarily associate with qualitative research.

It will be my argument in tiffs .paper that just as e

methods can be a valuable supplement to quantitative metals in their

capacity to pdxtray phenomena inaccessible to the most sophisticated

psurvey interviewer, so also they can be a valuable dupplement to our

understanding of the limits and possibilities of social science research

by addressing the question of subjectivity directly. ,For those who

go to the roots of ethnography, or more broadly of qualitative met4ods



of research, in anthropology and sociology, it is evident that sub,

jectivity is an inherent part of the research process.

In anthropology, especially, it is afccmmon assumption that the

researcher is an instrument ct.the research, in fact -the major instrument.

As a human being, the instrunent is variable And fallible. one

corrects for those faults not by trying to cleanse research of

then, but by giving a full and fair accounting of the instrument and

its use so that readers may perceive and allow for the various biases

which will inevitably creep into both the field work and the later

interpretation of it. The researcher him or herself hai a duty to

engage in considerable self-analysis in order to discover the ways

in which his or-her cultural and individual biases may shape either

the actual behavior observed ót his or her account of the behavior and

its meanings. Thus anthropological studies not only routinely inclu de

a sell-conscious narrative of the clilduct of the researdAhich tells

the reader something of the researcher's persanal characteristics, but

th-Ay also weave through the accouneof the data .the researcher's

part in various conversations and incidents relevant to the analysis
s,

(e.g. Spindler, 1973; Wax, et al., 1964;Wbloott; 1973). Thus, tha

reader gains some knowledge of the instAment,used for measurement in

each study. There are alga whale monographs andcollections devoted

to disctisslons of issues seth as ghining.'acceptance in the field,

building informative.relationships with,the people one studies; hd

interpreting the data of interaction faithfully and insightfully after

one leaves the field (e.g. Bowen, 1954; tolde, 1970; Habanstein, 1970;

Wax, 1971).
,
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Anthropologists generally give fuller accounts of this kind than

AD sociologists, The philosophical presuppositidns of the field are

more hospitable to it, but also the isolation of early anthropologists
.

for months at a time among remote peoples forced them to participate

fully in the life of the people they stUdie4 and thus to acknowledge

their own.interaction as part of the data they caledted. Sociology

has a more positivist tradition. In fact, the main stream, of sociology

is inhospitable to qualitative researoh,,and qualitative researcherg

have often been ambivalent About the treatment of their subjective

persons as research instruments. They satins attempt to set them

aside and report what they saw, but little of the lense through which

they looked.

However, there has grown.up within sociolog) a traption of reflec-

tion uponparticipatE observation parallel to the one in anthropology.

Sociologists working in oommunities have reflected, at length upon their

experiences in the field both in monographs, (e.g. Whyte, 1955i\Gans,

1962) and in collections of essays (e.g. Vidich, Helmsman, and Stein,

1964). And sociologists working in a great variety of complex organi-

zations, have reflected on issues general research in organizations

and specifid to par cular ones. By reading this literature on

research in mental hospitals (Schwartz and Schwartz, 1955) in police

departments (Van Maanen, 1981), or in large corporationg (Goldner, 1967)

'one can glean a rather .full picture ofthoway sociologist fieldworkers

have developed research roles. The task involves a combination of

careful pl4anning, trial and error, and response to organizational

constraints.

5 .
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7
A smaller literature explores the ways in which the field re-.

searcher's .interpretation and analysis are affected both by experience

in the field and by the full array of social roles and moral commitments

which theresearcherbrings with his or her person tbthe.task of,

understandfng the reality in question. There are issues here both of

understandthg the data (Douglas, 1976; Gans, 1968;Miller, 1952; Seeley,

]464; .Stein, 1964) and of reporting it (Becker, 1964; Colvard, 1967;

More> 1967; Van Maarten, 1981; Warren, 1980).
-

In this paPi,my primary intent is to,discuss the ways in which a

field researcher's work is influenced by the roles that come into he

field as Artct his or her person, by the role of fieldworke itself,

and by the sodial(,intellectual apd moral commitments built up in

the New rdies of the whole person who' analyzes the field data and

wiltes the public report of it. It will be my argument that all of

these influences cari be both helpful and harmful to insightful and

accurate "objective" :Importing. I will draw.upon the literature of

field work and upon my own recent experience in a field. study of three

schools.

I studied three public

)magnet" schools.,-Eaph,had

middle schools which were designated as

a different educational specialty, and each

drerstUdents on a.molutitary basis withih racial quotas from throughout

th!, large, city of Hertand (a pseudonym). My purpose was to under-

stand the orgahfzational fUnctioninq of each school in the light of

two questiOns: Fi,Litt.:I:atbamptejto understand the character of each

schbol's special educational approach and the changes in traditional

school or4aniz4)!iv:;hich that approach engenderedor the .alterations

..,
4+
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4, 'nepessitated in the approach by the intractability of, organizational

variables. Second, I considered the way all of the schools were

affected by the special relations their magnet status Created between

. then and outside groups such as the court, the rest of the school

system organization, and parents.

.1110 this end I neededoto Understand process as well As structure,

in each school quite thoroughly. I spent roughly a semester. in each

school, observing classes, talking informally with participants

attending meetings, reading documents, and conducting semi-structured

interviews with adults and children. I also needed to know schething

of tormal'and informal politics in the district, as a whole. I therefore
.

interviewed parents, listened to school board meetings,' and watched
-e

both the papers and the informal discussions of.the schoolswhich came

14; around the community. In other, words, I behaved as a very typical

ethnographer, whether socidlogist or anthropologist. My sociological

training'and my interest in organizations as. the unit, of analysis

focused my attention more on the adults and more on the interplay of
S

formal and informal structure and process than would a different

. intellectual background.

-

Latent Roles of the Researcher

When ethnographers enter a social situation, they explain than-
.

selves'in terms of the purposes of the research and the activities in

which they wish to engage-to collect data. Participants in the situa-
.

tion will thus respond to then primarilyin the role of fieldworker,

one which will usually have to be interpreted and indeed built up
A

since(it is likely to be unfamiliar to the regular participants. But
4,.

. 9

. ,

"
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the field-researchers enter the field also as human beings, bringing

in their very bodies a set of statuses such as those of gender, age,

and race which imply expected role behavior as they interact with other d

people in the situation: We May refer to these roles which are not

part of the primary role Upon which interaction is focused, but which

may have very important consequences for acceptable and unacceptable
4

patterns df interaction) as latent roles:,

In many field.situatiOns, the most effective generalized role to

Which researcheis may assimilate their field work roles is that of

learner. They are after all there to learn, and participants in many

circumstances feel most Comfortable in explaining the - to than often

self-evident -.facts of their social life to some one. clearly in need

of fundamental instruction. Occasionally, however, especially in

dealing with persons fairly high up informal organizations, the field

researcher needs to 40monstrate high Status, competence, and a prior

cache of rarely Shared knowledge.(Daniels, 1967; Goldner,' 1667).

feiearchers' age and gender will affect the ease with which they

fit into these two styles of relationship. Young or female fieldWorkers

have roles -Which induce others to explain the world to than, expecting

little opinionated comment in response. Older and male workers are

-more likelyto be expected to be knowledgeable and the norms of inter-

action suggest a more laqual exchange of information and opinion. Thus

ycung.temales can more easily slip into situations with little effect

and can elicit information as learners without inconsistency: But they

may have sore trouble getting full explanations from persons placed

well up in a hierarchy who are more fully conscioUs of themses of

3
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information as power. Older male'researchers should.have the opposite

set of problems. Of course, the way one presents oneselfIcan either

underscore or coUhhteract the presumptions 'about one's status and

personality' based on age and sex.

These characteristics ale not altogether external ones, either.
*

Most of us learn behavi6r,in*acoordance with our gender roles. in my

earliest research T found that the early training which had enabled me

to be an attentive listener'to a "date" was equally useful in being

an attentive and appreciative listener io.an informant. And the

expectation that I would listen merely tp be informed, and not to

respond, which sometimes annoyed me in my male fellow students was a

useful one in 1116, relationship with informants, especially when I /

fond then hard to empathize with.

iri .that earliest research (Metz, 1978b) undertaken in 1967-1968

when rues in my late twenties, l'appeared even'younger than I was.

I also came into schools with a training in sociology and .& prior

experience in schools; so that'I was able to present myself very

genuinely as ignorant about schools and'in need of a good deal, of basiQ'
. / . 1

tutelage. Many of the older teachers inforrnedm as '6* would a

student teacher.

In my more recent research started almost eleven years after the

. 4
first field work was concluded) I had acquired A doctorate, considerable.

experience in teaching at the college level, a good deal more knowledge

about sociology and some more about schools, two children ofty own,

"inkiest, and a,greater measure of confidence and assertiveness.. At

the first school I entered, the principal's questioning revealed that

A
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I had a doctorate. She'introduced r1;e to score teachers as Dr. Metx,

and the title stuck with same despite the fat. that I consistently

introduced myself as "Mary Metz" or occasionkelly Mrs. Metz. It eemed

to me that this title inhibited the staff and cast me in the role f

evaluator more 'than learner. A later schools I therefore told th

principals that I preferred to be introduced as Mrs. or Ms. Metz,

4

according to =man school, use of titles. It was easier to take the

learner's role at these two schools. But I never felt that I was as .

easily assimilated into this role as I hadbeen when I was yoUgger--

and when my not always controllable expressions were perhaps more wide-
.

eyed. Subjectively, I. was also less patient in the long hours of

observation and guicker'todraw conclusions, perhaps to leap to them.

It is important in this context, that as magnet schools, the
4

schools I was studying were also probably more politically vulnerable

than the schools I had studied in the late 1960s, though those schools

also were in the political spotlight as they traversed, the early years

,of a voluntary desegregation plan. Thug participants.hadnicre reason

tobe cautious in talking to an outsider. Again, whether because of'

the political need to contilol any information about the school, or

because of my more impressive credentials andinsageappearance,

the principals;in al/ three schools Were far more generous with their

.

time in talking to me than were the principals in the earlier study.

Race is clearly an important variable,-especd,apyrdhen tYie setting

under study is a Multi-racial one. All my studies have been ALA .de--

segregated 'schools.. In all, racial differences and intraracial and

interracial interactions `have been one of the subjects in which I was

-8-
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interested, though not the primary ones. I an white. 1n-1967-1968 other

whites were much more open with re about their:racial attitudes,

especially their prejudices, than they were in 1979-1980.2 Blacks

were perhaps more forthright in discussing the prejudices to which they

are subjected. But in both settings, both races were cautious in

attempting to assess .my position before saying much. And in both my

race clearly affected the kind and ammint of information about both

attitudes and practices to which I could obtain easy access. it

seems clear .thatiin a study in which .race is a major. topic under study,

the optimal pattern of research requires an interracial teamthough

such a team will in itself inhibit some people's reactions to all its

members.

Aside,from use roles which one carries into the field visibly

'about one's body, one, also carries in an identity associated with the

setting which has led one to the ,research. One is a graduate student,

' a professor, or an employee of a private or public research agency.

This identity is highly relevant to the fieldworker's role as:it

suggests the purposes to. Which the study will be put- for, either

ihstitutianal or personal reasons. Staffs of schools are highly aware

- of these identities.

School systems within easy reach of universities are likely * be

.overwhelmed with a traffic of graduate students looking for a labors-

tiDry for their mandatory research. Though ethnographers may be fairly

rare among these, they may also be regarded as especially demanding

with their need for long periods of observation and for open- ended'.

means of data gathering. iVen when I did ,my first research in l967-l9dik
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,

I' was greeted oth wearily andyailly by the:system officer in charge
,

.

. of extiamural,research and the prinCipals'of the schools I studied.
,

Some teachers, too, expressed 'with research which took their
6

yet seemed to have little outcome eitheefor'that school in

.,particular or for schoolchildren in, general (cf. Paddock and Packard,

.1 1981). The city where X currently am working) as fewer graduate

studgatt.to deal with, but with the passage of time, the school perr-,
,

satinet have-become sophisticated about theuses of research data to .

build careers. Same spoke to we cynically, and same pleasantly and

supportively, assuming the use of the study to bvild.my awn flattire.3 i

.

.

. 1

One teacher interrupted 'Ty usual explanation prior to a formal. interview 1

i . . . ,,
11

,of'the purposes of the research ter basic understanding and a'mixed aud- I

ienCe of 4iolOgiits end practitioners to ask abruptly, "What do you get ,

. j

out of this ?"

Somewhat startled, I replied, "Co you mean me, personally?"

':Yes,.." he replied without embroidery.

qWell, I have to publish', lest I perish," replied with a light

laugh.

"OK" he said and indicated we should start the interview. He was

apparently satisfied .loth that I was honest and fat I had an understandable

personal stake in the enterprise which did not identify me,with a ;local

faction or agency of which he wished to be careful. assumed that

personal purposes wow be pacarnot'd and looked for oneswhich d

be harmlessly seaf-centered .

R.

lb the degree that he was identified with the sCildbl, he probably

should hot hhve been so easily sat4pfied. Literaturd,an the sociology

. of the professions more widely as well A that..on the reporting of

lk
.

1.
7

. ethnographies more' errowly '(Seeley, 1964; Warren, 1980) has indicated
.

4
.

12., , :.> I..
. ..

4
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that pressurns tb report. one's findirigs way .that \pl ,paxti-
401 f
cuaar professional subcultures or will Create astir CT newt w thin the

profession, if not ih the society, are great. Bo ever, this is a pressure

to which ethncgrapheri are. neither more nor less susceptible than

researchers ,using quantitativelrethods.

Interpretive Pecs15ectives'AttributaiDle to the Ible of Fieldworker

,
t-1- Just as the lateht roles any field researcher must bring along into

the-coniext to be studied may facilitate or ,impede'thegathering of
vat,

data .and will probabry shape. it in either case, so the role that o-n-e-\

develops ua field researcher will 'facilitate slam kinds 'of data

,
.gathering and jam kinds of -insight wbile impeding Others. EthnO-

I,

graphexs familiar witty tbp Aiteratur z have cited know that one of

fiigt deit-iei is ,the careful scru y of deed, word; and thought

for signs that their cul.tural or perstel biales are affectin either
4%

their. interaction with others in ways which will sketi the data or
,

.
their interpretation pf the data they .receive in ways skew

analysis. But kretinvs, it is difficult to distinguish bias fra n

insight: Research conclusions 'do not necessarily first appear in ifie
, .

form of logical. reasoning, Much can be learned free. attentiveness, with

proper skepticism, to the fieldwOrlier Is. feelings as, well as thoughts, .

A.

The positivistic bias of much social science research tendsi to blind us

to the insight that can be gleaned fran feeling. '

.

I used pbservational-methods in my first study not out, oi,ony

philosophical argurrenft for the primacy of, proCess, but 4simply because

3 the problem I was initially interested effects Of congruence

and incongruence in definitiOns of legitimate classroom authority--456anded
a

, .

10.
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-observations of actions rather than verbal summaries of actions.*

I quickly discovered that teachers and students differed vociferously

among themselves over these definitions. I carefully' scrutinized my

,behavior and initial analyses for Signs of personal bif on.these
.

issues: foam to. the concludion that I did have a personalpre-
.

dileotian favoring the side in the debate which gave more rights

of participation tochildren. That side also defined educational ends

to include the development of curiosity, of social responsibility, and

of individual Initiative as well as subject matter mastery. I made a

41 very, oonscioks effort in reporting the study to. be fair to.b6th sides.

workedon'my current study of magnet schools I was' once more

alert for thisjbias, though the issues of Ooncernlmere somewhat different.

Htie I found thht I differed from many of the staff and parents and

of the university Coll4gueS with wham I would. discuss the broad

issues at stake. I gave primacy to the social etmosphere'of each sChdol
.

-,
and to the quality of

008.-

interpersonal relations as an indicator of its

effects on studeni. Others were more narrowly obnoernedwith dembn-'

strable academic Okogress, a variable which I found important, but not

so Central as they did.

It was not until after I had left the field and was well, along in the

analysii, that I realized that what I was interpreting as a bias to be

resisted was in facta trained insight to be fostered. Classrooms are

very private places,. Strong norms establish them as the territor& of

.

single teachers who let other adults in rarely and often reluctantly.

Thus] ethnographers such as myself haVe a truly rare experience in

sitting in the stildentel seats hour after hour, day after day, long

S
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enough to affect thtir in mood and their experience of the overall

r' shape of their livei. They alone do sowith the sensibilities and the

capacity to articulate their experience of adults rather than of children. ,...

-,

) 1:4'

My "personal bits" for more partiCipatory, broadly*sighed, . ,:-. ..
,t

n -
,#-.

education which-developed during the course of 4110kirst study, airy t;

a ....7

for signs of students' personal ccrnfort in the situation and their easy
i

mixing across lines of achievement' and race which developed in the

,

secondstudy, were not pre-existing biases at all. Rather'thfy.were_ ,...\/..

responies, generalizations, gradually drawn out ofArty participation

in the school as an observer. They-were felt, emotional, reseaises,

yes, but I would nay define than as reasonable conclusions from

research. Ethnographers not only can see-amdmaasure differences

in the quality of life between and within schools, (Clevent, 1978;

. .

Rist, 1979; Rutter et. al:, 1979), but they also can experience them

and feel their effects on 'themselves (Cusick, 1973;leshkin, 1978)

and thus "know' their weight upon one's feelings of self-worth and

one's willingness enter the situation on a daily basis.

Thus, it was not just art interesting sidelight of the resear01 that.

I blushed and wisheal=mmrtarily to disappear in a-sixthigre4*.dass.

A
-when I had my pencil and notepad in action as the teacher,PrISSilr-

told the,clais,"Every6ne put down your When.i, speak I Want..

your full, attention. "` Similarly, my suppressed and suffiSed feelings

of anger and moral disapproval when a teadher,shoute4Lat a student over

some tiny infraction, or when a teacher greeted a class belligerently

at the start of a class hour were probably very accurate parall4ls of

the feelings the.children experienced in the same situations.'

S
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My eXbitement,:and pleasure as a class sought together to solve a

riddle posed by the teacher reflected my being caught up in the collec-
. .

tive mod. In the same way, my genuine enjoyment as well as my sense

of participation iniwatchihg a group of elevin to fourteen year olds

put on a musical play told as attach* about my sense of belonging in

a school which bent great efforts, to produce a common sense belonging

`ap it did about thelgenuinelll high quality of costuming and performoe

mustered by the Noung thespi

But, if my experience t ht me Well the force of. the personal

and social character of life in classrdams and schools, it taught me

little aboutchildren's adadiemic progress except through the media of

formai indicators such as test scores'or indirect indicators such as

teachers' estimates of Student progress.5 Thus my methods may have

ledge to underemphasize thdl.academic aspect of school experience.

Significant gains conferred by any research methodology are generally

offset by sate kind of

The point to be made he is the general one that the participant

observer role involves pirticipation. That participation teaches. a '

lessan.through the medium cd the researcher's own experience including

his or her sus bo "perience. To mistrustful a search for

bias in its assumption that the reSeakther is a faulty instrarent,-

because a unique 'one, cverlook1Fthe fact that the .observer is a trust

Worthy instrarenabecause beak she is als9 an example of f-the universal,

0
an instrumentvery like the persons about whom one wants 'to learn.

Where the researcher's experience is one ritrely'shared.by. articulate
. ,

spokesmen, it is especially likely.t8-yield insights for a larger
. .

e.

1.
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* 'camounity. To ioaclowladge that' those ,insights mar, and probably will,

,'be 461ective is not to deny their value.
+.

The'role 'of the pIrt4cipant observer breeds otter special perspec-

'

iiVis which work in mote subtle and complex ways. The role is.unusual,

difficult for most people to understand, vaguely defined, and in some

ways deceptive. During fieldwork all of these characteristics create

considerable strain for both ethnographeirs and:the people they study.

Some create strains Which continue",through analysis and writing.

't ..
First, fieldoorkftirmust constantly intrbduce and explain themr

selves as trier enter%the field. Most of the people:they are studying
*

will not understand what they are 'doing. Repeated explanations will

be necessary, and even with these workers are likely to find their mile

assimilated 43 some more familiar model. If the moderis that of

adlinistration spy or government ag'ent,6 participants' understandings

of the role are likely'seriOusly to damage rapport. Thus, fielbworkeis

must find nonverbal as well as verbal ways to reassure respondents

and demonstrate-their trustwoaRiness, respect for oonfideritiality,
A

and neutrality im:Oternecine conflicts.

But most important for this discussion, the field researcher's

role is in same ways' a deceptive', or at least artificial, one:no matter

-15-

how fully and StraigittfOrmardlKits occupants describe their purposes and

interests. 1poiagh people Mow ethnographers are there to study them,,

wheil the ethnographers ere at all skillful, participants gradually,. "forget"

this fact as.a researcher becomes an accepted and ordinary part of

the social iandscape. 'EverivrithOut great.effort on the researchers'

Part, *ties of simple human affinity will grow
11

up between them and some
.00 O

of the participants. kit under ordinary circumstances, researchers



will assiduously cultivate sudh.ties, for it is often remarked in the

literature (e.§. Colvard, 1967; Schofie)d, 1977) that the fpllest and

most fruitful, pieces of information are giiign in the context of relbtion-

ships of ease and mutuality.

Ethnographers as persons are subjected to multiple strains by

these role demands. Not only must they be constantly "en" defining
o

themselves, guarding against misinterpretation, judging ambiguous

situations, and forming an emergent agenda. Also they must ingratiate

themselves with others personally and appear .o interact sponteneolis,ly

so that participants are not inhibited by their presence, while they',

fact reserve their awn feelings and use occasions and relationships

" whichothers treat as ends in themsellies for their own instrumental

purposes. They are always in the situation or this relationship but

'not "of" it. And even when their spontaneous motions do arise and

they develop feelings of affection and loyalty, they must hold these

4
feelings at as sources of bias not only in their peweption of

those persons Ath wham they have developed ties, but also of others

to whom their "friends" may be emotionally or professionally opposed.

Jurthermore, researcherd are always aware'that an' end will arriii't-'

when they withdraw from the field.and even their most personal oonver-.

sations and exchanges will be categorized as data (Daniels, 1967) .

Cans .( 1968) has insightfully-aotgued.that field:lorkers car

seguentWsuffer two sets of pangs. First, they live a socially

marginal life, as they invest enormous amounts of social and emotional

energy in a situation to whichthey.canlnever allow themselves to

belong. (See also Kbleif,'974) Second, they are constantly guilty

fr 1

1
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as they use personal relationships to instrumental ends, no, matter how

high their pukposes may seem. Gans argues that these two emotions

can easily lead to a obmpensatory "overidentification" in which partici-

pant observers make up fqr their marginality and their guilt by seeing

themselves aspthe champions of the studied.group in the larger world,

as personswiio.will interpret its true character and dispel negative

stereotypes.'

I would :agree that this phemmonan is very real. I expert ced it

in the study of magnet schools particularly in one school. -in that

school, the admdnistratois expressild the MDA open concern that a study

might damage their reputation before I entered, yet the whole staff

made me the most personally wrloome and gave me information most freely.

After about six weeks in the 'school I found myself identifying so much

with the staff ai-ihey faced a cutback in federal fundA, that Ireduced

my presence at ti* school for a while to regain my outsider's perspec-

tive.

But the same set of strains in the researcher's role may create a

contradictory dynamic in field researcheis' feelings toward the groups'

they are studying. They may express their sense of marginality and

, guilt by diidentifying in a similarly /exaggerated way. Their duty to

participate in a, situation they find in some way repugnant to their,

values, to stand by outwardly nonjudgmental while a'iticipants engage

In behavior they find morally or aesthetically objectionable, may

lead than to vociferous expression of their criticism upon leaving the

field. Even when participants' pfavtices'ogive researchers no moral'

qualms, if participants make then feel to and resist their

-17-
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efforts to collect date researchers may develop a negative animus
* .,.

.

towards then.*:,

..

O

6rms'of response may be experienced' by the same researctar

differnetitudi They may also be experienced by a researcher

as he or she confronts different factions in a single setting or

different Settings in a study of mUitiple settings. When I moved from

the sch461 I,just mentioned to another blessed with much better resources

but with much lowerfacu.ltynoale and lower levels of &laity effort

.

and sensitivity to students, I was never able to muster as much ebpathy

for any of the groups in the School as in either of rlie other two

schools. And there were times when I found my7lf consciously fighting

feelings pf disidentificatift*

These psychological dynamics of the ethnographer's role are more

complex then a simple ozingnmce or incongruence between the echno-

grapher's values and those of the groups undat study. They arise fran

the personal consequences of social interaction and they can run very

deep. If ethnographers do not remember all the injections for self-

analysis and skepticism tcwarcl the sources of their aondlusions, the

psychological dynamics of their role can shape their understanding and

their description and analysis of a setting'&1 more perscoal.than

eapirical or intellectual. P I b

But it is imortant to rammber that ethnographers' implvement
, .

-

with their research subjects do not make-them different kinds of people

4 'frit:mothers. It is altogether pos401.e thit survey. researchers also
4

develop sympathetic and unsytpathetic responses to certain kinascnr.

classes of people. And if these responses to persons are divided 41ong
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the same lines as\differences releyant to the researcfl pOpii, such as

social class, race,'gender, or role occupancy in formaCatganizations,

substantial bias in their interpretation'of quantftativefindings can

result. While ethnographers' deeper involvement with the subjects of
4

their studies may intensify their relaticnshipkwith then, and thus

their feelings, itlso makes it easier for them to change those

feelings as Whey came to empathize with initially alien groups- (Gans,

19618p van Maanen, 1981) .

Latent Roles Specifically Related to Educational Policy
. .

Ethnolraphers in educational settings have some distinctive issues

to deal with as they consider the latent roles they bring both to

field work and analysis.All o2 us have been students, and mast .

researchers have taught, even'if only at the college level. Ebst of

A
us'are parents of children'who will be, are, or have been in elementary

' and secondary.schools. "Quantitative researcher's bring the same

experiences to the fFamini of research questions and the analysis of

data.

It was in this area that same idiosyncratic and partially accidental

experiences in my latest research brought me to same new insights.. The

(

magnet schools of Heartland, where i had recently moved, seemed tailor-

made for my research interests. But I hesitate& slightly before

applying for a grant for the project-because my oldest son was in.the

first grade in one of the magnet schools. With my positivistic training

in sociology it seemed to me that such a clOse personal tie with the

system might bias my perspectives or taint my obseiver's rale.. However,

since he was in an elementary school with a different educational

-19-:
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specialty from any of the middle ;hols I planned to study, and since
.

he would have two more years, of elementary school at the close of the

study, the two aspects of my involvement in the school system seemed

safely ',insulated from each other.

.Fate, and my naivete about the turmoil of arrangements in newly

desegregating school systems', quickly caught up with me. I reluctantly

yielded to pressure to run for the presidency of the ailing'parent group

at his school, thinking that -it would involve .no activity beyond the

scOoolwals.?. At its August meeting the school'hcard, without prior

warning, closed the school and combined its students and staff with those .

of another,magnet school which had not been fi4led. ,Tb make matters

worse, they took a parallel action with one of the middle schools

had proposed to study.

I had a personally difficult chdibe to make. However, since I

did not know whether I would be funded for the Study and the demands

of rily research role were vague, while tae ',responsibilities of my role

as PTO- president were relatively clear and the need of the mostly.

working class students for the services of.the highly successful

school comielling; I'plunged into the political fray.9 Parents of

the two schools joined in an intensive three week effort, well covered

by the local media, to change board's mind. We failed. I enrolled

My son in the TeightorhoodIchool where he haddattendad kindergarden

.andWithdrew from school politics. ,

In the course of those three weeks of meeting with other parents,

school board members, and representatives of the media, I was not a

participant observer but a total participant (cf. cans, 1968). As

0 0
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Gans and cthers'have'found, total parti on teaches one about the
.

emoticmal quality of, participants' iences. I never could have
..,

i
.

/understood these emotions as well wi.t even the most intensive partici-
,

pation as an outii.der. And X g access to political knowledge

Ishared among parents and with par =a is by school board members who had

,

Itheiriwn political-reasons for upporting our.cause. Such information

/would have been much less ly/available to me as even the most

patientofanterviewers.

i There were thus g kwaledge front my participation that I

did not anticipate. There were, of course, also lingering effects.

Though I had feared a negative impact on my access to the schools,

found instead that my -politicl participation gbemed to. smooth my

entree with one principal' of a middle schoolpexennially threa

with a similar transfer:. (I told her of my role, lest higher officials

interfere in any weir because of it.) The experience certainly paved

the way for long and open conversations with the parents of the school
0

which had been transferred along with my son's--even though they became

divided into i3pposing factions during the following year. NY background

did make the principal, of that school sporadically guarded in .talking

ab6ut issues where parents had an emotional stake, lest my relationship

with them ally me with then or provide a pipeline of informatioli.

I listened to school board meetings on the radio and postponed my

interviews wit central office and board personnel until the end of the

field work when my face andnamenever very highly visible - -had had

time to fade, from their memories. Though others told me t1 at high

officers in the centralloffice put my research role and my parental

c.
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role together, they did not mention the fact to me.' /
a

The effects of this experience on my own perspectives were probably

more important than its effects on my relationsblis with'others.

'- became highly sensitive to the-fragile political position of magnets

and dick to see signs.of the erosion of their special chaiacter.

also became very sensitive to, the political and nohrational character of

'district decision making. The latier.phenctOrton, in particaar, has

been documented in other (=texts (Cohen, March, /and blsen, 19721

Firestone and Herriott,, 1981; March and Olsen, 1976). My experience
.

thus helped re quickly to recognize qrganizational and political prz

cesses which were important in the roagriet schools' relations with their

environment, but it may also have `led ne to exaggerate. their importance'..

After both my sons, the younger then a kindergardener, had spent a
.

year in the' neighborhood school followingg the closing of. the school I

-22-

. mentioned, it became clear to me Iran their experience there that dtruc-
. ,

tural factors gave the magnetls.a great *advantage toothy acacleatic.

instruction and in interracial.relaiions. ibr the follaaing year we

Towed both boys into magnet elementary schools: I now had to adthit to

myself..that I had a very real personal stake in the =timed existence!

and full support of t.1:14 magnet. schoo?.s. I -had to be very careful that

that stake did `not distort ,my understanding of the relation's of the

- magnets with the rest of the school 'system.

Further experience with the research brought ne to see that I. had

another.role which affected my perceptions in the schools. That role

was the one of city dweller. The issue of the city -- suburban split

began to become pressing dUring these years in Many contexts which hid

.



4 nothing to do

/

with sdhcols. Issues of taxation, of seweeeltension

and repair(' of control of choice. riverfront property, and. of freeway

and' mass transit all pitted city interests against suburban

ests.

One day at the first research school, teachers who lived in the

suburbs were debating' with those who lived in the city the wisdom of

a recent ruling that new teachers must reside 'in the city. The suburban

teachers held that cones teacher-parents could not fairly be

asked to subject their families and children to city conditions inclu

city schools. City"teachers held that the city is a healthy environ-

-23-

Ment and the schobls provide good education. .

The implications of this debate for the teachers' belief in their

ability to affect their students were obvious if one assents to the
,

k

view that expeCtations of effectiveness affect both lellels of effait

and indirect messages sent to children. The conversation therdfore

was important to rird as an observer. As a person concerned with effects

of schools on children, it also seemed to me that the city teachers were

more likely to be effective. But I found myself inwardly cheerihg for

the teachers supporting city resid'ence for more than these very.good

intellectual reasons. I was after all a city dweller with a large

%
financial commitment in a house of which I had grown fond. And my

children were in city schools and to remain there.

Similarly, when

rates of failure and

highest, the article

a local Magazine rah an article decrying high

drcpout,in the Heartland public schools, the .

remarked with horror, in the whole state, my first

response was to checthe authori' address. Clearly, Heartland's

4

ti
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schools can only be evaluated 61 comparison to other cities of similar

size and class and racial composition, not by comparison to its rela-
.

tively prosperous rural state which contains no other city with

Heartland's size and its social conditions. The article had made a .

clear rethodolcgicalerror,*but I perceived it imediate4y, in part

'because of my heightened identity -as a%city dwellar-

4

Nonetheless, I found that identity conflicting with 'some of my

other roles. One day, with my professorial role foremost, I mentioned

.'sane tentative generalizations in a casual conversation with a sympkgetic

dir

-24,

colleague, also a city atielleS, I, spoke Confidently of "urban Schools."

having certain problems. "Are you sure those are especially urban
.

, . .

problems?" he asked gently. It was imediately evident"tore that

they were not. But I had spokedwith a certain.easy condescension toward

v*.

urban schools, as I identified with academia.

The iirportance of my own roles and my struggles with them lies in

the that I have gradually =ire to see that the dramatic cheracter

of my parental involvement and the current evidence of city-suburban

tension in Heartland have simply made me aware of a process which is

universal. If I had lived in a suburb or a bordering university town

andhad niy children enrolled in school4there, lwould have had no less

of a stake ora bias in studying the city schools. Fbr I would still

have made semi-conscious comparisons between my children's schools and

$ ,

'the ones I was studyinl still w.I stiould have asked the unconscious

questions "would I want my 'child this setting?" And though T,,

might have disj.dentified'rather'than identified with parents who would

put they children in stich schools, I st#1,would have had a parerits

%,
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feelings about the matter.

f. I an hot saying only that researchtrs, like all persons axe socially

6

. a .
to

located and thus have a peispective, rooted in 4'tirre, a pr., a culture,

.
.

and a set of roles (of; Berger and Luclanann, 1966) . That is true. .
But in the matter pf urban' schooling we also all makefrioes, whether

conscioUsly or subcon.sc,iously, which place us within very lively' con-
. . . .

tizoversies. Those-who. live within =muting distance of cities,

-
especially; make a choice to live in,thq city or outside it. And in

making- that choice-:-even if it is done over issues of acres of grass

or capacity to influence loCal government --we decide whether or not

4' 10
to share the fate and the services the city offers. Since the major

seeice offered by local goverrrrent is education, the decision of where

to live is often importantly a decision about where children will go

to school. Thus'arly one whose children have passed the age of five
e

has a history of choice in public educati with which he or she must

live. Those of us who write about education, whether our data be

qualitative.or quantitative, will hi;e perspectives shaped by that choice.
.

We m4 Wish to justify our actions or we may wish to conpensa'te for

then by supporting a-ulifferent,perspective. But thOse of us who are

parents can not escape the fact that ,we babe made real life ccrunitnents
.

and that those cturnitnents will shape our perspectives toward educational
.

issues. We ought, at least in the privacy of communion with our,type-.

writers, to admit that fact before we set words on pages and to be sure

that those perspectives do not unduly shape the am ye reach in
C

the public sphere. , .

This issue is ozoillicated by a peculiar paradox in.American education.
4 .

. A . .

..- .
.. . -;N, -
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We agree as a society that the public schools should be an avenue for

equality of opportunity. They should ofer equal resources and

an equal opportunity to every child. -Public schooling should not be

used for priVate. advantage by thote with more political or economic

power. But one does not have to go anywhere .nearly as far at the

radical critics of education to see that in fact the schools do differ

according to the economic and political,power of parents. Inequality

in per pupil funding between suburban and urban districts is only one,

easily rreasureable, sign of this difference. As federal fun4 are

withdrawn it will become ever more evident. Probably even more impor-

tant is the unequal distribution of'skills in the student mix as schools

reflect segregation by social class in suburbs and even in individual

ti

We accept this situation because at the same time that we believe

in equality of opportunity as a principle for the society in general.,

we considAit "oatiral" that parents will want to give their own .

'individual children. the best start possible--that is a better start than

same one else's. But if we use public schools in select communities to

this end, we are supporting uhequal opportunity arwe do so. And,

even if we use private schools to this end, we are depriving public

schools of one of their most important educational resources, well-

otivatedchildren with good skills, as .part of the studamtmixoP.

Researchers who deal with education, then, are in the difficult

pOsition of having made choices in an area of paradox we self-interest

and 91e set of societal values routinely care into sharp conflict.12

a consequence'cihey experience structural pressure toward less than total

a
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harmony and clarity of thought on the subject. Individuals are none-

theless responsible.for clear.thought and carefully reasoned. analysis,

despite these social-ilie)ssu.res toward confusion.

OCNCLUSICN

Ethnographers gather a much wider range of information thin do'

survey interviewers. They are present among the people they study much

longer and necessarily'cokelo7interact with them, so that both their

outwai1 social character and their inward social identification are

bpund to shape what they learn.13 'In response to this fact of the

research process, ethnographers in both anthropology and sociology have

deveed a tradition of private introspection and public reporting through

which they attatptto make explicit the ways in which their cultural

commitments and inditiduality have shaped the research process.

It is part of the form of such researmla that ethnographers should

investigate and report the ways in which their:visible latent toles and
. ,

their emergent role's as fieldworkers shaped others' responses tp them.

Similarly it is their respOnsibility from the first day in the field

throughlthe last day of writing to be aware of their cultural, filiCultural,e

and indiiridual assumptions. They must learn to recognize the ways in

which theseffect what they select to perceive from the varied reality

about them. And they must be aware of haw these can both reveal connec-

tions obscure.to others and blind them to connections otheri could

clearly see. This awareness should infOrM,,their efforts as they set

about the task of weaving .their dita from the'fielalarilgerent

description and analysis of the processes at work there. It is then

their responsjbility to give a reasonable account of the research process

P?
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IsKYFES

le In a small study in the interim (Metz 1978a, )978c)

e
my experiences were similarly intermediate.

2. In the intemediate study in 1 75 in a small, town on the

border of th south, whites were only ly self-conscious about

.wressing prejudice towards blacks.

3. It was interesting that even after I had told individuals iho

had asked about ny purposes that I held the doctorate already, many

spoke of my 'paper" or mlos"dissercation". Research in this context is

the' nest familiar for sch4o1 people--and especially so when done by

a waren.

4. That's how an Oult would describe it after the fact.
ti

5. This lack refldctid'my unit of analysis ab well as my methods;

Other ethnographic studies which focus on a few classroans have dealt

.much better with academic progress (Cared and Lightfoot; 1979; Smith

and Geoffrey, 1968).

6. speaks of haVing been, subjected to the "FBI complex" as

the 'ty* studied tried to make sense of some one who asked

4guestiOns and studied documents all day (Janes, 1961).

7. Cdlin Wrnbuli, for example, is as direct in his condemnation

of the 1k tribe (1972) as he is lyrical in his "praise for the BaMbuti

one (1961). ,

8. It is perhaps 'only fair to admit that with a preschoolei still

at have I had been professionally involved only part time because of my

commitment to be my children's primary caregiver through their presdhool

years. I had also belpactive in the parent group of the school that

0



year, as the numbers were few and genuinely useful work needed to be.

done. I was --arid to a less& degree remain --more involved in my parental .

role than are many researchers.

, 9. I have described tip school ,the impapt of the trove, and sqme

of the political and organizaional contexitiftich led up to such

precipitous action in Metz (forthcoming).

10. Lest I seen babe claiming moral superiority, I must add that

my husband and I chose to live.in the city primarily because it offered

'the most house for theconey in a tight housing market. We did look in

the suburbs and "old not have turned down an attractive suburban house.

It was only later that we fully recognized and came to identify with

"our" side of the city-suburban controversy: Had we bought a suburban

house our outlook on a number of issues might have turned out differently.

U. Murray Edelman (1977) has written about the presence and con'-

9qugnces of such contradictory political beliefs, used as convenieht.
.

He uses as his illustration our,common "explanations" of and responses

to poverty.

12. It is also important that each of us has received our own

elementary and secondary education in more or less privileged settings.

As researchers, we 'Ave experienced' the advantages of attending selec-

tive and prestigious undergraduate and graduate dePartments or the

disadvantages of attending less prestigious ones. These experiences

also engender commitments which color our interpretlions of edubational

institutions.

13. Survey interviewers also interact with the people they

interview, even if briefly, and this interaction leaves its traces
. .



..

in the answers reoorded on e survey instruments.. The literature

on survey interviewing zes this, fact and deals with ways to

minimize its impact or to arrange its impact so that the interaction

will not inhibit or skew reseondentsr statements. erhus in a survey

designed to deal with feelings about aging for each gender, one would

be sensitive to the impact of the age and gender of the interviewer

and would instruct the interviewers in the effects of certain kinds

of anguage and action relevant to the issues at hand.) HoWever,

earch reports of findings based on survey interviews less often

disclose how these matters were handled or how they affected the

4

'research than does ethnographic research.
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